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Preface
The following ]-ife history was undertaken as an oral history
project for a gtaduate level history class at the University of
Illinois at Springfield. Two interviewE were conducted. The
firEt took place on the morning of March L2, 20J-2 at the Urbana,
Illinois home of the narrator, Betsy llearne, and the second
intervieyr r as held on the morning of March L4, 20L2 at the
Urbana, Il-linois home of the interviewer, Kathleen Brinkmann.
The narrator, Betsy llearne, is an emerita Professor of the
craduate School of Library and Information Sciences at the
Univef,sity of ll-linois at urbana-champaign and a storyteller.
For further biographical information' please see the chronology
of life events below and her Curriculum Vitae in ApPendix I.
The interviewer was Kathleen Brinkmann, a graduate student in
the Liberal and Integrative Studies Program at the university of
I]-]-inois at springfield and a professional storyteller.
The recording was done on a digital recorder and transcribed
with the goal of readability. Thus cotnnon werbal Patterns such
as "um, " "andr " \\you know, " "r mean, " and \\so" as well as
repetitious words or thoughtful werbal drifting were edited to
create a smoother text. The narrato! approved and encouraged thejudicious pruning of extraneous words for the sake of the flow
of the vrritten text. The narrator was given the draft of the
transcript and col-Iaborated on the final product. Alty
clarifications or insertions are indicated by brackets. Relevant
books mentioned in the conversation are ci-ted at the end of the
intervielr. Eearne's poetry is reproduced in ApPendix II.
Betsy Hearne: chronology of selected Life Events
october 6, !942; Born in Wil"sonville, Alabama
1950: Moved to chattanooga' Tennessee
1962-63: Studied at Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
1963: First Marriage (Ted Hearne)
1964: B.A. In History, CoIIege of Wooster
1964: First job as Librarian and Storyteller
1968: M.A. University of Chicago, Graduate Library Schoo1
1969: Reviewer at Booklist, American Library Association
1969: First child born, Joanna Hearne
1973
1980
a9a2
1985
Editor at BookList, American Library Association
second Ghild Born: Elizabeth Claffey
second Marriage: Michael claffey
Ph.D./ University of Ghicago, Graduate Library School
1985-1990: Assistant Professor, University of Chicago, Graduate
Library school
1990-1992: Assistant Professor, University of Chicago, English
and Education
1992-1994: Assistant Professor, University of lllinois' urbana(uIUc), craduate school of Library and Information Sciences(csLrs)
1994-1999: Associate Professor: UIUC, GSLIS
1999-2007: Professor, UIUC, GSLIS
2007: Professor Emerita, UIUc, GSLIS
2008: Diagnosed with pancreatic cancer
2o!2: OraL History Interview
KATIILEEN BRINKl.lAtilN: This is the life history of Elizabeth
tBetsyl llearne. This is March 12th, 2012 and we are atpfizaUetfr lBetsyl llearne's home in her den in urbana, Il].inois '
Now I think vre can get started. So, first of all, you were born
on october 6t-}r t !942?
BETSY HEARNE: YCS.
KATIILEEN BRINKIIIAIiIN: So, this is reatly a banner year? You will
be 70?
BETSY HEARNE: That's right.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Big PATtY.
BETSY IIEARNE: That's one way to look at it.
KATIILEEN BRrNKtrtAlilN : okay . so, let ' s just start with your
childhood. can you tell me a little bit about that? vfhat
events or relationshiPs helped to shaPe you?
BETSY HEARNE: I was born in a Pine forest in Southern Alabama
where my parents had Pioneered a clinic for a ruraL population
of poor whites and African Americans; the primary occuPation was
cotton picking.
My father was bortr and raised in India of American missionaries
and ny mother yras a Yankee who suffered a lot in the heat and
the society, which was not very Proqressive.
-- 
do you want to check that? {the tape recorder}
KATITLEEN BRINKMANN: Yeah, it's good.
BETSY IIEARNE: They started out in an o]-d Plantation house that
they rented and they set uP the clinic there. It was the
biqgest place avai]-ab].e. Vlithin the first year, it burnt to the
ground with all of my father'E medical equipment and my mother's
wonderful library of architectural history books '
She lras finishing a Ph.D. in architectural history from Harvard
and so she used the insurance money to heIP build a clinic where
my father could practice. They did literally build it in a Pine
woods that was land donated to them by one of the local farmers.
vihile they waited for that to be built -- and my mother did aIot of work on that because she ltas interested in architecture
and wanted to be an architect' but they didn't allow women in
those days to be architects. There are great stories about her
defying the ethos at the time'
But they housed his temporary work in the jail that served also
as a post office and so my second brother was born behind bars
they alerays say.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: (Laughs. )
BETSI HEARNE: My mothef, set up her cooking in the safe area.So, it lras a very primitive society erhen my parents got there.
They rrere Etill p]-oll'ing rrith muleE and oxen.
I remerdber clearly wal.king down to the little crossroads town
which had a feed store, a little tiny grocery store and thejail/post office and a sort of mechanic's gas station, one on
each corner, and that was it. That was the crossroads of the
town. Wa]-king down there, f remember mules being hitched up outin front of the store.
The roads vrere dirt roadE, except for the highlray that went
through the town, but we lived way off in the noods and real].y
the only people I had to play with were my two brothers, who
constantly ran ar,{ay from me.
KATHLEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN : Wele they older? You were the youngest ?
BETSY HEARNE: They were older. Both my brothers were
considerably older. There was the world of the clinic where myfather did everything. IIe did house cal1s all the time. He
performed an emergency tracheotomy on somebody'E kitchen table.
IIe saved people from burning tractors. lle was really one of
those country doctors and, of course, delivered aLl the babies
wherever the babies came ,
I [was] a1so, making house ca]-]-s rdith him, saw the world, direpoverty of fami]-ies who had no shoes for their children, whodidn't gro to school because of cotton picking. Our school let
out six months of the year for cotton picking. There were no
indoor toi]-ets in the school . We had an outhouse.
I neve! went to that Echool . My brothers went to that school- but
I was home schooled by my mother. She felt that the boys were
not learning how to read; there xrere no textbooks.
So, I did a lot of ].istening to what went on in those worlds.
we had a farm; we had a barn with a lot of animals. I spent
most of my time with animals. I had a dog. There were barn
cats. There waE a colr 
-- 
in fact, I was named Betsy after ourfavorite cor 
-- 
and a horEe, a big garden areas, and bees.
Then, there rvere yrild animals that peopLe kept bringing to my
mother, orphans. I had, at one point, a skunk and a raccoon in
my bedroom. The skunk was de-scented, fortunately. We had baby
owls. we had a snake that my father used as a mouse trap, which
I found in my various clothing drawers. There yrere lots of
snakes around that were pretty scary.
we had chickens. I would collect the eggs for half a cent an eggr
and the chickens would attack from the top. I rvas lor er than
they rdere and f would put my hand up to get the eggs and they
would peck at me.
There were lots of scary things j-n the natural world and at the
same time it was a world so beautifu]- and a world to which I
bonded so deeply. Evelything was in the rhythm of the natural
rdorld there .
It was a huge shock to me to move into the 20th century. Even
though I was born and raised in the 20th century, it was r ay
behind the times. we had the only telephone because he was a
doctor and, of course, it was a party line and I overheard al-l
the storieE there. I lalsol heard African Americans telling
wonderful stories, people who couldn't read but who were
incredibly sophisticated in terms of, storytelling and they had
an oral literature that was very rich.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: What kind of stories would they te11?
BETSY HEARNE: Lots of gossip. They told a ].ot of scary
stories, X think largely for my benefit.
I(ATIII.,EEN BRINKMANN: (LaughS.)
BETSY HEARNE: One f remember was the story of the wheeU-ng
snake, that a snake would turn itself into a wheel by hoJ-ding
its tail with its mouth and then would come after you down the
road. So, of course, I was alvrays looking over my shoulder to
see if this snake lras foJ-loering me.
I bel-iewe, although I havenrt done any extensive research on
this,that it is a fair]-y cotnmon legend, but I need to folloyr up
on it.
There lrere ghost stories. There was a lot of gossip.
KATITLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY ITEARNE: There was quite a bit of violence in that time
and that place. One of our friends reputedly ki].led hiE wife's
lover and I remeniber visiting him in jaiJ- with my father with
me, of course, but it was a very 
-- 
I don't rdant to use the word
"primitive" because that's so [wide]-y misusedl , but it waE
certainly a time and a place that is gone now and that was in
many ways (pause) very backward and yet at the same time in many
rrays was so rich.
KATIT',EEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: Obwiously, the storytelling that I overheard
shaped me, the r ay people used timing and pace and word choices
and we1l-used phrases. But, also, my mother read to me and I
was home schooled, so I was reading wery early and my favorite
reading was fairy tales.
vfe didn't have a big children's literature in those days,
although I did have lots of nursery rhyme books and things like
that, but there was not this rich body of children's literature
that we ]rave noyr. I read adult books, but I loved fairy tales.
That was my transition between --
I(ATIILEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: So, Grimms' Fairy Tales? gans Christian
Andersen? Ilhat did you read?
BETSY BEARNE: WeIl-, interestingly, my favorite book 
-- 
and Igot it out 
-- 
my favorite book was the 
--
{Shows me the book}
KATHLEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: "East of the Sun and VleEt of the Moon"?
BETSY EEARNE: Right, and this, favorite story in here was "East
of the sun and west of the Moon." This is the actual edition
that I used and it's illustrated by Kay Nielsen. (1) It's
spelLed Kay Nielsen, but it's lpronounced] Ki. He r'tas a
wonderful illustrator,
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN:
BETSY HEARNE: Ki.
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN :
That's how it's said? Ki?
And that is Swedish or t{hat?
BETSY EEARNE: Ile's Norwegian.
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Norrdegian, okay.
BETSY SEARNE: So, this book rea1ly imprinted itseLf on me. I
nasn't crazy about Grin nsr Fairy Tales, but the Norse fairy
tales were just ripping.
Sti]-]- the crinms put me off. I don't know whether it's the
cruelty. But whatever the case, "EaEt of the Sun and west of the
Moon" is about a woman yrho / through her courage, gives herfami].y a viab]-e living by going off with this bear and he turns
out to be enchanted. She saves him from the tro1ls by going
east of the sun and west of the noon. So, she's an adventuress.
I didn't f,eal-ize until I actually finished my Ph.D., which was
about "Beauty and the Beast, " thig book lBeauty and the Beast.'
visions and Rewisions of an O7d TaTe (2) I about the history of
"Beauty and the Beast, " and I knelr that "Beauty and the Beast"
was a variant of the tale type that's aIEo 'rEaEt of the Sun and
west of the Moon." But I someholr hadn't gotten my head around
the emotional- roots of my interest in "Beauty and the Beast"
until I final-ly realized, "Oh, yes, these are similar stories."fn many ways, they are the same story. They are the same tale
type, a slight different variation on the tale type. I realized
after, through a 35-or-40-year period of studying "Beauty and
the Beast" and then "East of the Sun and west of the Moon" that
we all hawe root stories of one kind or another, whether it's afairy tale or a family story or something that has shaped us.
Or naybe it's a group of, stories or rnaybe it's a childrenrs book
or a picture or r hatever.
So I helped 
-- 
with the help of a co-editor, I put together a
book of essays by women scholars who talk about the stories that
shaped them and some talk about fairy tales, some talk aboutfamily Etories, some talk about children's books.
That book is ca]-]-ed A Natrative Contr ass: Stories that Guide
women's Liwes (3). So, in a sense, the childhood book and then
the adult book and then the elder book gives this kind of ]-ife
stage of thinking about a story first that's imprinted and then
that goes througrh an intellectual exploration and then goes
throuq'h a perspective that tries to connect how stories affect
us by using that particular story as a study. My essay is in
there; there are other r'ronderful essayg in here.
My mother was a good Etoryteller and she told stories about the
women in the famiLy 
--
KATITLEEN BRINKI'TANN: Uh-huh .
BETSY EEARNE: That was inspiring to me. My father was a hunter
and, in a way, I think he glorified war. It rf,as world war II
when I rras young' and he would l-isten to the radio and wish that
he could be there fighting -- he was too o]-d to fight, to getinto the serwices 
-- 
whereas my mother epitomized this Pioneer
women's spirit of nurturing and that for her was courage.
KATHLEEN BRINKMATiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: Vfhereas for him it was courage in the
battlefield. I rea]-ly absorbed her stories about women's
courage. Again, those were stories that I heard from the time I
was born and that eventually I translated into another book,
Seven Brave women, (4) some of the storieg that Ehe told in herfamiJ-y. She waE a tremendous source of storytelling fof, me, r'm
sure I'LL think of, other pieces of childhood. I didn't go to
school unti]- I rdas eight and I was a real outsider, so I lvas not(pause) welcome in the school where we finally ended up. I was
teased a lot. Again, I took to books as best f,riends and so
stories really were where I lived --
KLTIITEEN BRTNKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
That eventually shaped my study of stories.
absorbed endless numbers of books.
I(ATIIIEEN BRINKMAIiIN : Uh-huh . lfhen you were in school, you
started out thinking about creative rffiting, but then you
eventually got your degree in history.
BETSY ITEARNE: Uh-huh.
KtrTHLEEN BRINK}IANN: IIow did that sort of evolve?
BETSY HEARNE: We had a creative writing teacher in the college
linl Wooster, Ohio. I left the South in order to go north to goto school because I never really fit in in the South and he
lthis teacherl wanted everybody to write like either T. S. Eliot
or Hemingcray. Ile was a real 'guy,' stereotypical . I don't want
to generalize here because there are so nany sensitive rnen who
teach creative rrriting weII, but this r'ras not one of them. I was
rea]-]-y afraid and I never articulated this to myself clearly,
but I just, I was afraid. I had a viseeral fear of having this
one source of my consolation attacked.
KATIT].,EEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY EEARNE: I had alwayE written. I have a book that I r'rrote
yrhen I was four, maybe five years old 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: WoT,'.
BETSY IIEARNE: 
-- 
I wrote for my mother. I wil-l- have to lookfor it, but it's a ]-itt1e book of poetry that I wrote. And--
KATHLEEN BRf NKI'IANN: Very precocious, huh?
BETSY IIEARNE: WeII, I rvas in the kitchen while my mother was
cooking and she was teaching me. I had a little desk in there
and that's where I did aII of my work. we had a Eystem that the
missionaries had used, the Calvert system, to do math skills and
dri].].s and things ]-ike that, but a 1ot of the work that she did
with me on writing lras just writing.
KATITLEEN BRINKtlAlilN: Uh-huh .
BETSY HEARNE: I was lucky in that way. I didn't have those
stupid Dick and ilane books.
KATIT].EEN BRINKI'IATiIN: (I.,,aughs)
I had f,airy tales and I practiced my writing, writing poetry and
stories .
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I had always yrritten and I wrote in high school . I had a
teacher who gawe me att assigntnent and said afterwards, "Do you
realize that what you've ltritten is a Poem?"
Then she sat dor n vrith me and worked on it and then she sent it
out. It got published in a student collection and then lfroml
that student collection, the beEt of that got skinuned off into a
national collection. I had so much encouraqement from teachers,
starting with my mother and then going on through these Eng]-ish
teachers that sensed my passion for stories and literature andpoetry.
By the time I got to college, I had vtritten a Iot, but there was
this instinctive fear of this person, even though I had trusted
my other teachers. I think in many ways you have to go with
that, you know. You have to find the right teacher.
KATIILEEN BRINKT{AIiIN: Right .
BETSY ITEARNE: So, what I did find at college was a fantastic
history teacher who waE very emPathetic and reall-y understood
that history is story.
KATIILEEN BRINKT{ANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY SEARNE: Even in those days, it was mostly his story
rather than her story.
KATHI.,,EEN BRINKMAIiIN: Right
Nevertheless, I just feII in l-ove with the fact that here was
something I could study that had stories and was not
threatening. It was a source of stories, but was not
threatening my or n...
In college, I was 
-- 
I've alytays also been a musician. My
mother was a harpist and a Pianist and I r as a guitarist and apianist and a sing:er and had gotten involwed in Spanish folk
music because we had someone who lived in an aPartmetrt near us
and I had taken care of their babies and learned how to play the
castanet. Music really informed my Poetry and my writing. I
still think of rvriting as rnusic in a way.
KAITITI,EEN BRINKMATiIN : Oh, that's nice.
BETSY IIEARNE: In college, I was doing a lot of song writing,
singing and singing folk songs, so I rdas asked to do a program
f,or our chapel . It was a Presbyterian school; we had to go to
chapel . I did a program of folk music that incLuded Israeli fol-k
music. on the next day, on the way to the coffee shop, a carpuued up and it vras an a&ninistrator who said' "we rea]-ly likedyour songs and we have a .Tewish industrialist in toern who is
wiJ-J-inqf to give us a scholarship if there is someone who is
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willing to go to IsraeL for a year's study abroad and we thought
maybe you would be interested. "
KLTHLEEN BRINKMANN: VIow.
BETSY HEARNE: It was a complicated story. The college had been
trying to attract this guy's money for a long time and he waE an
ardent bridge player and the administrator had gotten into
bridqe game erith him and had bet hirn a scholarshiP.
KATITLEEN BRINKMANN: (Laughs)
BETSY IIEARNE: Because there were these Presbyterians and maybejust a couple of ,tewish studentE, but no facuJ-ty or anythingi' so
he didn't want to give money.
But he lost the bridge game and they had to find some
Presbyterian who was willing to gio off. This ctas when Israel
was at war, which they always were until EgyPt, the settlement,
and now are at war again.
So, I Eaid, "Yes, sure, I would love to."
Then they said they would help me aPPIy to a program and I
applied for the Friends of the Hebrew UniverEity. I was so
excited. I started to learn Hebrew, which of course I didn't
know.
Then I got a letter right before I left from the Friends of the
Hebrer'r University sayingf IOh, by the way, we left out the Pagethat describes your ,fewish experience, " and I had to tel1
them that I nasn ' t .tel'tish and they said, "we11, then you can I tgo in this program, " because so many people have fallen in love
nith sabf,as and then r'rerve got all these problens on our hands.
So, I was grief stricken and I said, "I'm going to go
anyway. I don't care if it's dangerous. "
That night I went to a dance, which I never did, but my roommate
said, "Come on, go with me, " and I walked in and they ytereplaying "Exodus" (hununing) from the fiJ-m and this gorgeous ilewish
student, r ho was one of the few, David Schwartz, came up and
said "Will- you dance? I understand you're going to Israel"' andthen I told him my sad story and he said, "Let me talk to my
Rabbi in Philadelphia. " within a few days I had a letter fromthe Hebrelr Univef,sity saying, "After aII, we've decided you can
come . "
I(ATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Oh, wow, SyNChTONiStiC .
BETSY ITEARNE: So, that was a hugely influential year in my lifefor many reasons. First of aII, I studied anti-Semitism and
itewish history at the tlebrew Uniwersity and that experience
helped me understand the racism in the south.
I2
I had to get away from it. I had watched it and grieved.
Remefliber, this is pre-civil rights. My father and mother ltere
both against Eegregation and that's one of, the things that had
separated me from that society and made me an outsider. I had
experienced being an outsider and seen and grieved over the
racism, but I didn't understand it until I began to study it in
another setting, racism in another setting.
My roorunate in Israel- had been a child in a concentration camp,
so r e went to Yad vashem.
She was exploring. Eer family had been refugees to the U.S. So
I really r ent into that deeply.
I also cEote a historical novel, which my lronderful historyprofessor accepted as a senior thesis. Eor my junior thesis, I
studied Hasidic folklore and folk music.
KATITLEEN BRINKT,IAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: That was all about storytelling; it was about
lore, ritual lore and a religion or a subEection of a religion
that uses stories as a way to convey be]-ief. Ba'al Shem Tov is
a famous storyteller.
Then, slowly I just made this journey toward becoming a
storyteller. And I'm not a performer. My interest iE in the
story itself. I've neve! performed a story other than to give it
to the audience. I'm not a person r'tho is particularly
comfortable in performing and I have to reall-y gear up for it.In fact, even as a musician, I was really nervous to perform.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: I know people who are just natural performers.
So, then I found myself supporting a husband at the age of 19
and I app]-ied for the only job I could find in vfooster, Ohio my
last year that seemed like I could do it. My history professor
said, "Yes, you can do this. " It was a children's librarian job
at the loca1 public county library. And they Eaid when I
app]-ied for the job, "WeIl, you have to run a story lprograml --you have to be a storyteller. You have to teII Etories to
kids . " I said, I'Oh, yes, I can do that, " r'rhich was a big story.
You know, I had babysat for kids and I had certainly listened to
a lot of Etories in my life and read them.
But [to getl this job, they said, "You have to take a course in
children's literature. " For that year or two that I had thatjob, I read hundreds and hundreds of stories, not for the
course 
-- 
weJ-l, partly for the course 
-- 
but also to be a
storyteller and have a storytelling program every week. For
every story you find that you like, you've read 25 that you
can't teII or you don't like, or more. So, I just Eubmerged
myself. And I didn't trave any coach or mentor in this.
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Since that time, I realize after all ny study in reading that Idid do it right. I instincted my way through, realizing that
you can't just tell any story. Of course, I made a lot
of mistakes .
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh .
BETSY IIEARNE: But the first story session I had, there were
only three kids and two were siblings and that was in early
Septefliber and by Halloyreen, I had probably a hundred kids.
There nere Eo nany, they had to take them up into the attic.
I've told this story many times. Xt was an old Carnegie library
and there was no heat and it was a cold October, end of October,
and the kids were all in their coats and I had a sweater and I
was teJ-J-ing Br'er Rabbit stories, which I have a very
complicated relationship with now(beeause of Br'er Rabbit, Uncl-e
RemuE, the South), since I've done a study of them, but at that
tirne I knew them and told them and loved them, but I was also
ardare of the racist baggage that went with them.
Nevertheless, the kids loved them and I realized how powerful
stories rrere lrith children. I was teJ-J-ing this story r hen I
realized I eras snarling when I had Br'er Fox come on because the
kidE nere snarling back at me like this and his tail was
tnitching because their fingers would go ltetitchingl , and I
realized they were mirroring me. This one little boy got closer
and closer and cloEer and he r as practicaLly hugging my legs,
which children do when they are really into a story, and then he
threer up all over me and r thought, "Ilell, this is power, you
knorr, either he has the flu or this is just too much for him."(Laughs 
. )
I(ATIILEEN BRINKMANN: (Laughs)
But, again, I did what storytellers do; I took off my sr eater
and I covered up the throw-up and signaled one of the peoPle to
take hirn out and finished the story because the kids rdere so
into it.
Non in my classes in storytelling, I've so many timeE toLdpeople, "If there are interruptions; if you make a mistake; if akid throws up; if the kid is, you know, bothering his neighbor,just dri]-L the story. Don't l-eave it, unless you see thatyou're telling the wrong story and you need to bring it to an
end because kids are upset or whatewer.rr This rvas the f].u.
Anlrrvay, that experience aqain changed me. In order to support my
writing habit, which was clear I would not make a living with' I
decided to go to ].ibrary school . My then-husband had gotten
into the Uniwersity of Chicago English DePartment, and
Uniwersity of Chicago had a great children's literature youth
services library school, so I got a scholarship there and then
worked in the library school as a storyteller, which had a
L4
wonderful program 
-- 
and still has 
-- 
of storytelling aII the
way up in elementary school from preschool .
I had told Etories to my group; we had daily storyteuing and].ots of, teaching through children'E literature rather than
textbooks, book talking in the classroom, which iE a form of
storytellinq.
Then I went into a job as the children's book editor, book
review editor at the American Library Association Booklist where
I saw al]. the children's books that were published every year 
--6,000, five to 6,000 a year -- and was in charge of a Etaff that
reviewed many of those books and I reviewed books.
After I guess about ten years of that, I decided to go into the
Ph.D. program at UniverEity of Chicago because I was getting
really interested in seeing all these, especially picture books,
but also collections of folktales and I wanted to do doctoral
r,{ork on foLklore and folktales, And, again, that yras a shift
that took me to a new place in story, to a ner'r understanding of
story, reading, about folklore and about folktales and getting a
step away from folk - from storytelling aE practice to
storytelling as being studied by people in education, or story
as literature to story being studied as theory and literature in
an English department. Because I did interdisciplinary lwork] ;
even though it was a library school, I did interdisciplinary
work on the history of storytelling in library work, espeeially
as nurtured by women.
So, all of those !{ere areas that I was able to explore much more
in depth through the doctoral program and from there launched
into a profession of scholarship and teaching that really fed
each other. I really see teaching as storyteUing.
I(ATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: It's another form of storytel-l-ing. This has
carried me through. I'm never tired of this subject. I think I
was the only one in the graduating line of, my Ph.D. who was
still fascinated by Beauty and the lBeast]-- my dissertation.f'm sti]-]- writing about "Beauty and the Beast. " Irm Etil-l-
reading new graphic novels,that are 
- 
I think the most recent
was Marian Churchland, a cartoonist that did beast, "The Beast. "I've Eeen movies, written encyclopedia articles, thinking about
it. I have a lecture at the Eric Carle Museum coming up.
And, also, tying together what I would caII formal folktale,
which is folktal-e in print or in more formal modes of
storytelling in a library setting to informal- stolytelling in
the family 
--
KITIiLEEN BRINK]IANN: tlh-huh .
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BETSY HEARNE: 
-* in the r'rorkplace and in, around theplayground. There'E a lot of Etorytelling that goes on that I
think fits into our more forma]- storytelling in ways that r edon't really know yet .
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: So, I'm real interested (and that was partly "TheNarrative CompaEs" book) in how do we connect our personal life
stories wj-th the stories that cre read and teII ... "formally" is
not rea]-]-y the right word. I haven't quite found the right word
yet .
KATITLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: And performance is 
-I don't know..
KATIITEEN BRINKMANN: Yeah, I think it's hard for people to be
that self-reflective sometimes, to tease out what stories they
seem to be following in their lives. I think sometimes that
might be difficult for people, especially if they're notparticularly weJ-I read. " $lhat nas that story that just, you
know, I turned on, o! f,eally sunk in?"
BETSY HEARNE: Most people don't think that they knord stories or
te]-]- stories and everybody doeg.
I worked with an elder group here who has memory l-oss problems
and if I asked them about stories, they wouldn't register or
respond, but if I primed the pump and said, you knorv, "when I
was a J-ittJ-e gtirl, such and such happened, " then they would
respond with stories that happened to them when they were
chiLdren. And they rdere wonderful storieE.
KATIILEEN BRINKI'IANN: t]h-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: But they don't think of those as stories. They
think of them as what happened to them or that time uncle wiLliefell off the roof. And those storieE are really quite polished
and if they are remembered, there'E a reason that they're
remembered. Thatrs what interests me.
If they're [the stories] changed - people change and adapt
stories throughout their lifetimes to what's important to them.
The firEt siqnal- is that they've remembered the story at aII and
retold it. And the second signa]- is that they'we shaped it and
adapted it to what they think is irnportant about their lives 
--
KATIILEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: 
-- 
to their value system.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
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BETSY ITEARNE: It's really not important, the facts about how
vliUie fell off the roof . what ' s important iE lrhat that person
remenlcers.
I(ATHL,EEN BRINKT{AI{IN : Uh-huh, because that ' s the meaning of itfor them.
BETSY ITEARNE: Exactly, exactly. In the world of the diEciPline
of history, therers sti1l a lot of suspicion of oral history
because people changre facts aII the time and, of course,
historians are dedicated to finding out what really happened andyet what really happened depends on who's te]-ling about it.
KATIILEEN BRINKI'IANN: I! ' s very sub jective .
BETSY HEARNE: It's very subjective. I believe that many
historians have a problem acknoltledging that. For many, manyyears, history yras told primarily by male historians because
they were the scholars and basically the women were QueenElizabeth or Queen. They weren't really paying attention, first
of aJ-J-, to ordinary people very much and especially to ordinary
women and so a lot of what cte know about ordinary ltomen r as
passed down in oral history, in family history. Of course,
that's reall-y suspect because naybe somebody made this uP or
maybe they exaggerated it.
It is a problem in terms of the discipline of history. I
understand that. But there are wonderful oral historians that
talk about that. Al-essandro Portelli is an Ital-ian folklorist
who talks about the lray to get at real meaning in a conmunity or
an indiwidual is to listen to trhat they'le saying and even
compare it to the facts, quote unquote what the facts are,
because that's the meaning iE rthat peoPle remember.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: So, maybe there's two kinds of truths going on
here of equal importance, Irm not saying that the factE aren't
important, but I am saying that the memory is imPortant and the
adaptation of, story.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: You've written some other books, some YA
books, young adult books, and in those it seemed -- I had a
couple of them here -- I'istening For Leroy, (5) can you tell me a]-itt]-e bit more about that? Because that sounded ]-ike it was a
litt1e bit from your ]-ife, maybe a little autobiograPhical .
BETSY HEARNE: Yeah, yeah, Listening fot Leroy is quite
autobiographical. It has the usual adaptation to a novel format
in translating experience into fiction. In other words, okay, I
had two brothers, but two brothers were too much to rnanage in
the scope of this book, and so I made it one. And it was
actually interesting as a storyteller after I finished the book
to back off and see nhat I had changed, what I had adaPted
7'7
because I did do quite a bit of fact checking and I was
impressed actually with holt much I lemenibered in my memoir --
which is unpublished 
-- 
that agreed with facts.
KATHL,EEN BRINKIIAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: I went to a camp where they were training people
like Rosa Parks to do the kind of civil resistance that she did.
My palents knelr the people from Overland who established that
camp in Tennessee .
I just remeniber this experience of going on a bus and spendingt
two weeks with people, black and white people who were swirnming
together, which I had never seen before. Of course, my parents
were alJ. for integration, but when you went to a swinuning pool
in the south, there were only white peopl-e because there was a
separate swimning 
-- 
if there was a swimming facility for blackpeople. This lras in many ways an eye opener that thiE can rea]-]-y
exist, that this ideal that my parents had always told me about
really could happen. I had never been north. I had never been
to India where my father's stories carne from.
I knew black people and r'thite PeoPl-e mixed in hj-s cJ-inic, but I
wouldn't say nixed. He treated them in -- well, there was a race
riot around my father because he pf,otected an African American
boy from some white boys that were bothering him and there nas
this huge threat of violence in connection with that.
f won't go into all those stories, but one of the stories is
retold in "Listeninq for Leroy.rr That story of, that race riot is
retold. There's a central tension in there of my Loving thepeople, the African Anericans who rtorked in my father's clinic
and the tengion (pause) of how they were treated in the rest of
Eociety.
KATIILEEN BRINKT''ANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: Of course, we had visitorE from fndia al]- the
time becauEe my grandparents, who had been missionarieE aLl
their ]-ives and their parents had been miEsionaries, had retired
to our little compound in the woods and had a house there and so
they had a lot of Indian viEitors who ltere considered black --
I(ATIILEEN BRINKITIAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY ITEARNE: 
-- 
in the society, so they couldn't go to the
store lrithout my grandmother being with them and introducing
them as from India -- because they were --
KATIILEEN BRINKITIAIiIN: vloer, this is absolutely fascinating. (Fixing
the tape recorder)
BETSY HEARNE: We]-]-, we can keep going. I'm fine.
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KATIILEEN BRINKIIAIiIN : Okay . Let me Put a neit tape in here .Okay. I{e11, I'm just enthralled. This is crazy. AI]- right.
BETSY HEARNE: I have a memoir I could loan you that might be
interesting to compare with this, "Listening f,or Leroy.
not public, but I don't mind you reading it.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: ThANK YOU.A].l right. [Speaking into the tape machine] This is the secondtape. This is March 12th, 20L2 and ne are talking with Betsy
Hearne.
A].l right. So, I'm fascinated because these books bring up all
sortE of different aEpects about you, Of course, when we write,
it is all about us and I was particularly taken by the
"Seven Brave women " and I read it and I realized that -- it
sounded l-ike j-t waE from the daughter lPoint of viewl , so it wasyour daughter?
BETSY SEARNE: Right, I made it that way --
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Yes .
BETSX HEARNE: 
-- 
because I dialn't want to be sorne old lady
te]-]-ing the story. Ilho would be interested in that, who was
seven years oId?
KATIILEEN BRINKITIANN: It took me a little bit and f thought 
'
"Wait a minute. " But that rtas really interesting. But myquestion r,ras, yrhat lras the bravest thing you ever did?
BETSY IIEARNE: (Iong pause) Be myself. It has not been easy to
forge my way and hew to my oltn vision --
KATHTEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: !'if,st as an outsider child and then aE a sort of
subterranean writer and then as a PerEon who believed
storytelling was not just for kiddies. At the University of
chicago, I had to f,orge a different wision of storytelling and
persuade people who considered themselves intellectual giants
that story counted and at a time r,there People were cJ-osing downlibrary schools and closing down courses. I mean, storytelling,
what kind of a course is that?
I had to really forge a scholarship around storytelling. It was
not strictly folklore; it was not strictly history and it was
not strictly library science; it was not psychology; it was not
art or any of the things that fed into the central idea of
storytelling at the core. I do define storytelling broadly. I
think that pictures te]-J. stories in picture books. The study of
narrative art in picture books is crucial . so, there are a]-]-
these thingE that feed into it.
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I also had to convince a faculty that writing children's booksfit into that important study of story because unlesg you're in
a creative writing department, a lot of scholarship is not
creative. Or if it's creative, it'E Perceived as being
suspicious .
I leaLly had those two parts that fed into each other and it
took so long to integrate them, both for myself and then once
having persuaded myself, persuading other PeoPIe that these two
activities were valuable in informing each other that writing a
children'E or young adult book and studying stories fit into
each other and then translating a1l that into teaching.
I had many students rf,ho were interested in creative ttriting that
I had to persuade, "wel-l, studying stories is really going tohelp you. "
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh .
BETSY HEARNE: At the s.rme time, I had many students who were
studying Etories that I had to persuade, "You need to tell these
stories to really understand what they -- what makes them tick,
beeause if you te11 the story to a bunch of kids and you leave
out a major part of it, all of the sudden you're going to have
to make something up, " you know. This is a fluid --
KATHLEEN BRINKT'iIATiIN: Right.
BEISY HEARNE: 
-- 
thing. Or they're not going to understand
something and so you're going to have to Pitch the storydifferently; you're going to have to adapt it. So, the creativepart and the research part fed each other.
KATIILEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: Uh-huh. Storytelling really seemed to have
a renaisEance in the latter part of the 20th century and hovt do
you feel that tibrary schools, or what have you, infJ-uenced or
supported that?
BETSY HEARNE: I think libraries kept storytelling alive for a
!.ong time. Throughout the 20th century, these pioneering women
librarianE acknowledged -- well, recognized and acknowledgedfolktaleE and folklore as an acculturating experience for
imigrant children and for aII children learning to read and
they recognized the aesthetics of, literature.
That Eounds funny, but a lot of peoPle in education were looking
at the skills-and-drills asPect of, reading' whereas libraries
were saying, "No, it's the aesthetic experience. It's the
emotj-onal e:.perience of, hearing a story and reading a story that
imprint s chifdren. "
Because mostly throughout that century, PeoPIe rdere using flatgeneric readers to teach children. LiblarianE Ytere giving them
this vital, wonderful, Iiving folktale experience, both orally
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and in print. Part of my "bravery?" in being me waE that I camebefore the renaissance of storytelling, before it rea]-]-y gripped
the scholarly and popular imagination as being a major vehiclefor adults to communicate. A lot of, peoPle look down on
children as a study or of folklore as being "mythicalr " not
important stuff.
So, I sort of lost my train of, thought here. L,,ibrarians kept
this aliwe, storytelling alive as a tradition when a lot of
people crere saying, "storytell-ing is a thing of the past. "
KATHLEEN BRINKI'IANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY SEARNE: It's lrhat they did in the 1800s and the 1700s and
back by the primitiwe firesides. Librarians were stilJ. doing it.
It's true that a lot of their sources were literary, but also
they yrere adapting stories; they were keePing the tradition
a]-ive and recognizing it and those -- that was going on,fostered in library schools who were training them from 1900
onward. I could talk a lot about that, but I won't get into that.
But then storytelling also became a more popular forum as in the
storytelling festivals in Tennessee and perfonners began to tell
stories and that is a very different thing from library
storytelling.
Those ]-ibrary storytelling people were not primarily performers.
Some werei some weren't. But the performers sort of took uP the
ba]-]. and carried it as if they were the first to discover it,
which I think irritated me that these libraries had already put
in a century of, r,rork here and yet the storytelling renaissanceperceived itself as having' derived from this festival kind of
performing.
I'm over generalizing here because there are many librarians whojoined that festival tradition and are qreat ltellersl in bothlibraries and festivals. dtanice Del Negro is one of them.
.fanice llarrington was one before she r'tent into her career as apoet and writer. There are so many.
But at the same tirne, as a researcher and a scholar, I ltas
reading these divergent stories about storytelling that seemed
unaware of each other. And then there ltaE the other trai]-, which
was the folk]-orists who really didn't want to see themEel-ves as
associated with children because they were trying to justify
themsel-ves as a scholarly tradition and they r,{anted to beperceived as scientific foLklorists, social scientists' and
being associated yrith children irritated them because it seemed
as if that was not as imPortant in the world of research and
scholarship .
So, you've got al-l these. Then there were the education PeoPle
who didn't at that time really perceive of storytelling as
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important and noct do. I mean, Peggy Mi[er's work, for
inEtance, in fami]-y storytelling and fami]-y narrative is huge.
These traditions eventually did become aware of each other and I
did rny best to help make that happen because they wiII only
enrich each other. I talk about that a little bit in the --in
the dissertatj-on because at that point the traditions were still
not tapping into each other's scholarship and I thought it was
important that they would.
KATIILEEN BRINKI,{AIiIN : IIow have ltomen' s changing roles as
storytellers, writers, librarians influenced the development of
children's literature? You've referenced this.
BETSY HEARNE: Vle]-]-, these are the women who vtere on the
corunittees that developed the Newberry award, the Caldecott
award, who, while they rvete not telling storieE in a
storytelling program, were busy handing out books to chiLdren.
In order to hand out those books to children, they had to have
been tlained in which books to buy and in evaluating good
literature for children, which was not happening in the
education world in large part.
There nere the Bank Street readers who seemed to have some
axrareness of chiLdren's literature, but wery definite ideas
about what should and shouldn't be in a children's book.
But the librarians were really looking for great literature and
they were saying, "Children's literature can be as good as adultIiterature. " It is as imPortant. It has a literary traditionthat lrhether you're 8 or 80, this has valuable content and
moving aesthetics that are worthy of study.
So those librarians in library school nere not only studying
storytelling, they were studying childrenrs literature and they
were the 
--they r ere the missionaries; they were the harbingers;they were the ones that sustained the publishing industry of
chil-dren's books, which in many caseE was run by ex-librarians '
My editor of 40 years, Margaret K. McElderry, who was a famous
editor, had been a librarian, had been trained by Ann Carol
t{oore, who was one of the first great children's librarians,
and she 
-- 
Margaret McElderry lef,t librarianship to become an
editor and then she fostered great wri-ters and turned out great
children's books and fostered connections with librarians who
bought those books. Then the librarians passed them out to
children and used parts of those books to tell stories, whether
they were folktales or fiction or even nonfiction.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY ITEARNE: The connection there throughout the 20th century
and sti]-1 today is crucial . I shouLd talk a little bit about
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the question you asked earlier about how storytelling has
permeated my itriting.
KATIITEEN BRINKI'IATiIN: Uh-hUh.
BETSY HEARNE: I talked a little bit about the autobiographical
work, but I've also written fantasy, which I want to use three
books as examples and the first one is wishes, Kisses and Pigs(6), which I realized after I wrote it, the centraL premise is
based on a favorite story I had as a child and I think I still
have [the book].
It's over here. It tnight be ?he Gteen UdbreLJ.a (1) or it might
be Storjes to Te77 ChiTdren (8). And you can Eee these were old
and tattered and collections that were in many librarieg and
that my mother had bought for me.
One of those lis magica]. wishesl -- the premise in tlishes,Kisses and Pigs is that a girl accidentally turns her brother
into a pig and then has to undo it. when I finished writing it,
I was remedbering that one of, my favorite stories was "Three
vfishes" in which a man is digging in his garden and he catches a
litt]-e creature who says that he etil]- qive him three wishes if
he lets him. So the man goes in and haE this argument with his
wife by the fireplace as to what they gtill wish for,
KATHTEEN BRINKMAIiIN: (stniliNg)
BETSY IIEARNE: Yes, and you know this story.
They had this fight, but they're both hungry so he, without
rea]-izing it, he says, "If only I had some sauEages, " and there
are the sausageE and she's so anltry that she says, "I wish one
of those sausages were on your nose' " and then, of course, the
third wish has to take the sausage off. I diatn't think about
that, but that "wishes going astrayrr is the premise here.
Then I drew on a 1ot of lore also I think without realizing it.
"MoIIy Cor,r" is based on Betsy, my cow' and there in the mountaintop of the Tennessee Mountains and the pigs' that's alJ. honing
back into that lore of ny childhood, but turning it into a
novel . I lras unaware then as I was writing that until
afternards. But then a collection of short stories (Eauntings{9}) that I wrote recently, I was very aware, I was usingfolktales for these and I sPent the last 26 or seven sutntners in
Ireland in a small vilJ.age and some of these are based on
stories that I heard there --
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: I've got that book and read it. It's great.
BETSY IIEARNE: 
-- 
and researched, then wrote notes on the
folktales. There are various stages or ways that I've drawn on
the fo]-klore. Then, Tbe Canine Connection (10) which is all
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realistic stories, at the same time has Eome folkloric elements
in it. One of the stories, "The Drive, " actually happened to
me, and it's a Etory of, taki-ng someone -- in this case my old
mother and I'm a teenager in the book because it's a book for
teenagers 
-- 
but there's a dog, my dog, my Border Collie, in the
back seat -- used to curl up and you could hardly see her
because she blended in with the upholstery -- and someone
approached my car and the window was oPen. It was in a very
dangerous neighborhood and my dog just rose up out of the back.
This gtuy's hand was already in through the window and this
unearthly growl comes from the back seat and the hand is quickl-y
withdrawn 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKI.IAIiIN: (Laughs . )
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
and I drive on. That, Plus a couple of other
experiences, coalesced into this story of this girl who leaves
her mother in the car while the car is running and the dog --
and someone tries to take the car and the dog grabs the back of
his neck; he just feels teeth on the back of his neck' That is
so like the legends I used to hear growing uP of someone in the
back seat 
--
KATIIL,EEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: -- rising uP and grabbing a driver, but in this
case all to the good, In most cases, all to the bad in the
legends that I heard. I always used to check in the back and
underneath and under the bed, you know, all those legends.
In shaping an exPerience that happened to me, I think Itm avtare
of drawing on those traditional stories. So, that was what I
r*anted to addresE in the transition between oral lore and --
KATHLEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: You had written some fantasy here as YteII .
BETSY HEARNE: Oh, right, and they certainly drew -- South Stat(11) and Holfl,e (L2l which were my first Published bookE -- and
the first one has problems; the second one I've learned a ].ot in
how to be a writer, but both of these are about a girl rtho is agiant rdhose home is destroyed and she's on a journey to save
herself, then in the Eecond book to save someone else. That
really came long before I studied anything that iloseph Campbell
ever rffote about --
KATELEEN BRINK!'{AIiIN: Right, right, hero's journey'
BETSY HEARNE: -- the journey and the tests and then thebringing back ner knowledge to r,there you eventually, your adult
life, I mean, the child maturing, maturation of the child.
.toseph campbelJ. is a very controversial- f igTure, for good
reasons. Ile over generalized and people have miEuEed him to
represent globa1 lore in ways that are not accurate because he
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was lrhat yre call cherry picking. He was -- he was picking
stories that f,it his theory.
KjATIILEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: Although many stories in the world do hew to thatjourney, tradition and eEpecialJ-y Eurocentric lore, at the same
time there are many other traditions that don't.
So, nevertheless, there's value to what he ytrites, just like
there's value in what Bruno Bettelheim vtrites, even though I
disagree with a lot of it --
KATITLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
or ilack ziPes or many of the Echolars vtho
Il"ffy have nhat I see sometimes as a theoretical tunnel vision
KATHLEEN BRINKI'lAlilN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: 
-- 
that they interpret things in a kind of
monolithic way. Nevertheless, as I look back, these lwo books
were about the hero's journey and that had to be informed by the
hero's journey of "East of the Sun and west of the Moon" and she
was a hero. Ifhen ilack zipes tras talking about "Beauty and the
Beast" as being about a passive heroine, I was thinking, "No,
you've got that aJ-J. wrong." She saved everybody's ass. She
saved her father, her brothers, if there are any blothers in it,
she saved the beast and she did it not with a sword but with herquiet perceptions and loyalty.
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HSARNE: I understand that there are many ways to
interpret that story, ineluding the sociocultural milieu in
which it was generated and in which women were oppressed. Yet
the woman who wrote that, as we know it today, who interpreted
the oral tale into the story r e knort today' got out
of a terrible marriage, went to England, married somebody e1se,
wrote a lot of books. To me, that's a hero's journey.
KATHLEEN BRINKTIIATiIN: Uh-hUh.
BETSY HEARNE: She liberated herself.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARM: So what ilack says' it'E true that a lot of etomen
were being oppresEed in terrible marriages and yet that story
that came from her had a connection to a life story that I think
is really important to acknowledge.
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KATHL,EEN BRINKMANN: Yeah. what would you say -- what
accomplishments are you most Proud of?
BETSY HEARNE: t'ly children. (Laughs )
KJATH],EEN BRINKMAIiIN: YEAh.
BETSY HEARNE: I think, as I get older, the connection to family
becomes more and more imPortant and it -- it's interesting; the
connection to f,olklore strengTthens, but it's a different kind of
connection. I'm now trying to understand more fully the
relationship between atorytelling, folklore and life exPerience
and I be].ieve I began that stage in ?he Nattative Compas s --
KATHI.,EEN BRINKTTIAIiIN: Uh-hUh.
BETSY ITEARNE: 
-- 
even though that's Primarily framed around the
stories of scholars who study story. Now I'm becoming more
interested in rnowing away from the scholar stories and more the
way 
-- 
especiatly in the elder years -- we use storytelling tojustify our Iives, to understand our lives, to make sense of our
lives in terms of what we've become and r here we're going. we're
al-l- going to the same Place. (Laughs)
KATITLEEN BRINKMANN: Right.
BETSY SEARNE: Those stories become more and more imPortant as
we hawe to leave behind material things and physical Etrengiths
and health. I think part of my deeper and deeper connection with
my children is that they are the ones to pass on the stories.
we've ah ayE had a strong storytelling tradition. My older
daughter spent many, tnany, many hours collecting my mother's
oral history.
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: That's in ?he Na$ative ComPass.
BETSY IIEARNE: There's a tiny part of, it in 'rNarrative ComPasE' "but she has 18 hours of tape.
KiATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Wor't.
BETSY IIEARNE: My younger daughter is a fantastic storyteller
and is a photographer and does a lot of visual storytelling
rel-ated to family and f,amily issues and she's also a good
writer. I see them as carrying on this tradition.
vfe not only have a personal contact of what's going on in their
soap opera lives, nhich are great Etories' but also their work
lives. vIe talk about their work/our work a lot.
As my energy diminishes and my involvement with Professionallife dj.:ninishes, their involvement increases and nurtures my
involvement as I begin to see things that theyrre discovering
that enrich me.
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KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh. Then do you see that with your
grandchiJ.dren?
BETSY IIEARNE: Oh, absolutely, esPecially in my oldestgrandchild/ and in the second oldest, my oldest from ny daughter
and the oldest from my step daughter-in-1aw.
Those boys widely read fantasy. I mean' they just absorb it
like the clich6d sponge. I just give them all rny favorite books
and they just eat them alive. One of them, the ol-dest, -- he'sgoing to be 11 
-- 
and he had a unit on the hero's journey.
KATIII.,EEN BRINKT.TA}iIN: Oh, wOW, I IOI'C it .
BETSY HEARNE: Yeah, and so he learned to recognize in aII those
fantasy books that he's been reading the hero and what is a hero.
They've read my books and the youngest, who is autistic, is an
incredible story abEorber and is, unlike many autistic children,
extremely werbal becauEe he has -- he has a wocabulary of a 13-year-old and he's only five. But they have read to hirn since he
was born and those stories have really connected. He teJ-J-s
stories to hj-mself al-l the time; he Plays stories out and heplays now L,ego stories with his brother; they make uP these
fantasy r*orlds. So, yeah, that's very rewalding to see that
e:<tension .
KATIIL,EEN BRINKlrtAlilN : You've had some health issues and I
remembered you told me a story about your birthday in the
hospital 
--
BETSY HEARNE: Right, right.
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: 
-- 
and you made a corunent that stuck with
me and you said, "I don't know why I'm telling this story yet,but it irant s to be told and it will -- I will figure out what it
means.n Did you ever figrure out what that was aII about?
BETSY IIEARNE: I think so. I've told the story now on a CD that
I edited, a collection of stories f,or the GSLIS donorE. I'm
truly trying to keep storytelling front-loaded in the awareness
of our school, visibility of our school and I told that story --
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Maybe rePeat it.
BETSY HEARNE: YeE, right. I had a surgery for pancreatic
cancer, which is a real killer' and the surgery is extreme.
They take out, in my case, most of the pancreas, thegallb1adder, part of the intestines, [and part oflthe stomach.
then I got an infection called MRSA, r'thich is al-so a killer, so
I was in the hospital for two months and on all kinds of tubes,
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feeding tubes and rea]-]-y barely able to function and I couldn't
read; I couldn't focus. I was taking a1l kinds of druqs.
f was in the hospital on my 66s birthday and it was midnight
nhen I saw this light -- I heard this music and I saw this light
coming and I thought, "This is it, I'm dying. That's what they
say, " you know, that you see a light, but I didn't knoct aboutthe music .
Then I realized, that's Happy Birthday, and I saw these angelic
figarres in white uniforms, but they looked J-ike angels and they
were gathered around me and there was a candle in the cake and
they were singing Happy Birthday.
It was the night shift. Those nurses were so wonderful to me'
They really in many wayE 
-- 
weII, they kept me alive in more
ways than one. I'11 say it that way, They came and talked to
me in the midd]-e of the night and just helped me survive
ernotionally when nobody else was around.
Then I'm thinking, "These are really heawenly beings." And the
next day, the day shift came on and they brought a cake and they
sang Eappy Birthday. It was a pink cake. The night cake was
chocolate. And, of course, I couldn't eat any of it because I
had to be on feeding tubes, but they realIy enjoyed it.
KATTII.,EEN BRINK}IAIiIN : (].AughS )
BETSY IIEARNE: Then one of the nurses, I guess an assistant,
said to one of the nurses, a veteran, "where are the candles?
vfe didn't ].ight, any candles. vle forgot the candles." And the
veteran nurse said, "Are you kidding? with aU these oxygen
tanks, you knort, we would blow the place up."
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: (L,aughs. )
BETSY HEARNE: And when I heard that, I laughed so hard and it
was really hard to laugh because I just had so much Pain, but I
couldn't stop laughing. But I never told on the night shift
because who knor,rs what would have happened.
Although I'm not te]-]-ing that story very weII right nort -- it'sin fragments 
-- 
it just kept coming out and I just kePt teJ.J.ing
friends about it and finally I did shaPe it into a story that I
thought had a beginning, middle and an end and was weLl-
connected.
I think that, first of all, there's Etrong women stories which,
you know, we see right frorn the beginning, "East of the Sun and
v{est of, t}re Moon, " that t}rese women are heroes and they -- I'11break dorm now, sorry -- tnany of them rtere Eingle moms raiEingl
children alone, which I've done, and it's a tough row to hoe.
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They lrere yrorking moms. So, I've been a single working mom.
And after my first marriage broke up, I raised my oldestdaughter. My second daughter is from my current marriage. So,I think it brought up those hard times for me. (voice cracking abit)
I(ATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY SEARNE: Then they r ere so nurturing, so that was my
mother's brave woman. And she was a brave woman. My father
created a difficult l-ife for her. They were eventually divorced
when she was in her 50s. so, I guess I recognized that I was
brave 
--
KATIII,EEN BRINKMAIiIN: YEAh .
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
but that's hard to 
-
KATHLEEN BRINKMADIN: Yeah, you showed your mettle.
BETSY IIEARNE: Yeah.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: YEAh, YEAh.
BETSY IIEARNE: I still find that hard to acknowledge without
feeling 
-- 
it's just hard to 
--
KATSLEEN BRINKMANN: Yeah, you're a survivor.
BETSY HEARNE: YCAh.
I(ATHLEEN BRINKT|IATiIN: YeAh.
BETSY SEARNE: It's nothing to boast about; it's just a fact of
life ,
I(ATIII.,EEN BRINKT{AIiIN : NO .
BETSY HEARNE: Maybe that connects back to what you said, r,that
am I proudest of --
KATIILEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN : Uh-hUh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
.'ust hewing to being myself in elas where it
r,ras not easy 
--
KITHIEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN : And you didn 't cave --
BETSy IIEIARNE: -- being a woman, yeah.
KATHL,EEN BRINKMAIiIN: 
-- 
through aII that. You've remained strong
and you'we pushed through and you wrote award*winning books, did
a good job with your family and you'we gotten a happy-ever-after.
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BETSY EEARNE: Yeah, and that doesn't go r'tithout its dark side
of periodic depressions and feeling as I do noyt sometimes, that
to nork through with ewery stage and you sometimes feel l-ike al]-you can do is just put one foot in front of the other and
sometimes you feel like you can't do that.
You just hawe to find lrays to counteract the dark, which is what
a]-l the fantasy is about; it's what aII the folktales are about
is fear of the dark and what's going to get you. Something is
ultimately going to get you.
Death is goinq to get you. So you have to figure out how to
Live your J.ife so that you survive even that in a funny rtay.
KATIII.EEN BRINKllAlilN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: That's a tough one. HoI do you surwiwe death?
That's what really all the fantasies are about, al-I the dark
side creatureE from the other rf,orlds or going down into the
J-abyrinth or going down into the Hades or whatever. Those are
al]- about I think facing other worlds that we don't undergtand
and, you know, ewen vrhatever comes and grabE you from the back
seat 
--
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Right, right.
BETSY HEIARNE: 
-- 
you knord.
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: These are plimal fears.
BETSY ITEARNE: Right, right.
KATHL,EEN BRINKt4AlilN: Yeah, they really are. But when you were
saying what helps us through some of these thingE, I thought the
nurses were kind of like rnagical helpers in a way --
BETSY IIEARNE: Oh, thatrs great.
KATIIL,EEN BRINKtlAlilN: 
-- 
Like for myself , you knoer, my f,riendg
who have been helping me 
--
BETSY HEARNE: Right.
KATHTEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: 
-- 
it seems like there iE hel-P out there --
BETSY HEARNE: Right.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: 
-- 
to help us thTOugh.
BETSY IIEARNE: R:ight, that's a great image. The ones that were
sticking the tubes in you and taking them out' those real.ly were
Iike the dog or the horse or the old woman who gives you good
advice.
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KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Right.
BETSY HEARNE: They really did giwe me g'reat advice from great
e*perience. A lot of people don't listen to nurses' advice,
especially doctors. (Laughs)
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Yeah, yeah. well, how about if we stop
here. I think thiE is a good place--
****
The second section is recorded at Kathleen Brinkmann's home in
the dining room. Background noise is a Love Bird squawking.
KATHLEEN BRINKT{ANN: This is March 14th, 20L2 and rde are
recording ]-ive with Betsy Hearne. Ilere lde go.
BETSX HEARNE: weU, I think we stopped r'there I was talking
about being frustrated.
(Mobile Phone rings. )
BETSY IIEARNE: Itm sorry, ( turns off phone) I tdas being
frustrated about low energry and how hard it was to find new
directions rdhen I'm removed from rny Professional, energetic base
at the university, teaching and mentoring. I'm norf, on my last
doctoral student--
I(ATIIL,EEN BRINKlfAlilN: So, this iE the Post-retirement era?
BETSY IEARNE: Yeah, this is the Post-retiaement era. And thefirst year I was finishing up projects and the second year I was
very iII . The third year, I was traveling a J-ot and trying to
start a new project about a woman nanned Adele Fielde, who is an
extremely intereEting -- another brave woman of whom I'm so fond
\f,ho was born in the 19th century and traveled widely, became a
missionary and then started women's clinics in china, wrote a
Chinese dictionary, collected ChineEe folklore and I think --did r describe last time about how I got connected with her?
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: NO.
BETSY HEARNE: There's an Arg:entinian publisher that asked me to
do three variants, adapt three variants of "Beauty and the
Beast" for a picture book series in Argentina and one of the
ones that I adapted is a ChineEe variant of "Beauty and the
Beast" collected by this ltornan.
Then the Argentinian Pubtisher wanted a littl.e bio on each ofthe people who had originally collected these three Etories and
I thought, "vf,e1l, there will be nothing on this old, white ladyin China in the 18?0s, 80s, " but then I discovered that she had
this amazing 1if,e where she was dirt poor; she educated herself;
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she became a teacher. She fell in love late for those days, in
her mid-2Os, and she fell in love r'tith a missionary.
She herself Yras quite subversive. She vtas a Unitarian and he
was a Baptist .
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Oh, My.
BETSY EEARNE: But they agreed that she would become a Baptist
and get a teaching job in the mission to suPPort her parents
back home and they would get married.
To make a very long story short, she had to wait a year for
sailboat passage and the boat was blown of,f course; it took
seven months to get there.
Ilhen she came into port, everybody on the ship had been wery
itl . She was dressed in white, t'taiting for this man that was to
becorne her husband and he never catne because he had died ten
days after her ship Left Nerd York.
KATTII,EEN BRINKT]IIAI{IN : Oh, NO .
BETSY ITEARNE: She determines anltlday to go to his mission, see
what kind of work he did and that's what pulls her into the
miEsion field. She wasn't born a missionary. She was really
interested in education and educational poliey. When she got
involved in Chinese, she was a brilliant lingarist and a
folklorist.
Eventually she uses her furloughE to go to medical Echool and to
become a scientist. when she retired from the missionary field
-- 
and the Baptists hated her because she liked to play cards
and dance and was very social,
KATHI,EEN BRINKMATiIN: (lAughS)
BESTY HEARNE: But her primary mission became helP for these
Chinese women and providing refuge for ltomen who were abused.
Then she came back to the U.S. when she retired, became a
scientist, published research on ants and was trained at woods
Eol-e and then got very active in women's suffrage and wasprimari].y the mower for Washington State, giving women the wote.
I've been trying to work on how to tell this woman's story.
It's been wery frustrating. She is not speaking to me yet' even
though I have these lightning connections to her. But the trick
is, am I tetling her story as a nonfiction to younq peopl-e 
'which rdould be the first nonfiction for young peopLe I've
nritten, or is it 
-- 
I have no idea what'E going to hapPen Ytith
thiE and I've been working on it for about a year off and on,
more than a year.
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So, that's been frustrating because I was totally inxmersed in it
and I haven't found a voice for it yet.
end I think it's sort of ]-ike the story I told about the
hospital . I don't quite know yet what the story is telling me.
KATIILEEN BRINKT'IANN : Uh-huh .
BETSY ITEARNE: I know that it connects to some extent with my
own discomfort with my ancestors, my grandParents, great
grandparents who were in the mission field and holt politically
abhorrent I find a Iot of that imperialism. At the same time,
my grandnother cras one of the first doctors to oPen a clinic for
women in India. So, I have those -- and I knor that that did alot of good, as did this woman, Adele Fielde.
I'm trying to find out r hat those stories are telling me. It
takes a long time. It's not like learning a foLktale and telling
it, although it's true that as you teII a foLktale over 30years, you do go deeper and deeper into ythat it means.
And I brought two things to sort of back uP. One is an article
on folklore in childrenrs literature and thiE is a children's
and young adult literature handbook on research (13). I eras
rea11y trying to tell people or situate folklore in children's
literature in an honorable way, in a way that folklorists would
respect. So, that's the first section.
The first section iE sort of perhaps forma]. folklore study. The
second section is how uncomf,of,tabl-e I lras with the Br'er Rabbit
stories that I was telling you I first told in the library and
how I learned to live with them and analyze them as they were
retold by African Americans in children's literat.ure and which
ones I finally became comfortable teU-ing and which oneE not.
Tha! second section is an extension to some extent on the
"Beauty and the Beast" work in the senEe of how personal the
connections were to that story and how long it took me to
understand the connections between the formal study and thepersonal aspects of it.
I rdanted to go farther with somethi-ng that was even more
uncomfortable for me and that's why I Picked Br'er Rabbit. Ididn't rf,ant to do any more "Beauty and the Beast.r' I wanted topick something that was still problematic for me.
Then the other thing that I ldanted to talk a J.ittle bit about is
hord at first I resisted the idea of online lore --
KATIIL,EEN BRINKI'IAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: Early on, the library school conmitted to
teachi-ng on]-ine and to starting a progrErm lthere the core faculty
would all be involved.
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I started teaching storytelling online, which at the time I
seriously had reservations on whether it was possible. I
discovered that not only was it possible, but that -- especiallyif you have, as we do, the students come to camPus for a full
day f,or each courge that they take and 3o we were able to do
visual aspects and physical asPects of face to face, but of
course we could 
-- 
vre were able to work on oral aspectg in
audio; there were l-j-ve classes and so that was -- that worked
out really well and deserves a whole address unto itself.
But the other th5-ng is I discovered that online classes have a
fo]-k]-ole of their own, They are communities; they do generate
sayings among themselves and they refer to experiences and
eventually they 
-- 
you cannot have a community without folklore;
you cannot have folklore without conununity. Those are sort of
mutually defined. And that's what hapPened.
This, the article in here (14), is kind of an acknowledgment and
exploration of both taking storytelling -- although that's not
the primary focus -- but the way folklore evolves in an online
class. Sof that was moving.
I actually did that research at the endf right before I retired,
and I think it came out about my retirement. And this [The
Itandbookl came out af,ter "Narrative ComPass." To some extent,
these publications are markerE for me. f suppose you could look
at the pub date as steps in my ewolutionary journey of knowledge.
The last thing that's really been important to me is that theyear after 
-- 
during the year after my illnessf I decided to
start a poetry website. Did I give you the URL for that?
KATHLEEN BRTNKMAIiIN: Uh-huh. (http: //poetryinconunon . org/)
BETSY HEARNE: I'm adding to it. r just' as a result of this
struggle that I've been r,torking through, just finished a new
poem, r,rhich I brought to you and I'lI leave this with you, which
is realJ-y again a way of telling stories. (see Appendix rI)
Poetry for me telts stories. It tells stories in different
ways, but it explores not only Personal things that are
happening inside of you, but you have to story-tell those things
in a way that reaches and touches other PeoPle. That's thedj-fference between a confessional or a diary and a Piece of]-iterature.
ghis poem has been through many drafts. ,Iust in the rtay that
you adapt a story to an audience and to your own unique
er<perience of telting it, at the same time you hew to theprimary source of it. In a rday, that's what I do in poetry and
I take a sor! of, burning electric experience and I try to tel]-
it in a way that connects to other people, thatrs my own !tay.
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KATHLEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: LiKe a universa]- 
--
BETSY HEARNE: Yes, right,
KATHLEEN BRrNK!4AIiIN: 
-- 
that people can identify and 
--
BETSY HEARNE: Right. Universal is a dangerous word andfolklorj-sts stay away from it as much as possible. But you're
right. StoryteLLing is one thilrg that could be considered a
univerEal activity. Now, the modes and contents and everything
else is not universal, but that activity seemE to be.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh. You talked about a fairly
definitive piece of folkLore in children's literature. was that
included in this handbook or 
--
BETSY ITEARNE: In the handbook, right, that was it, right.
KATHLEEN BRINKtrlAlilN: Great . Well, let ' s go back to r,rhere yougot your bachelor's degree and talk a little bit about your
career after you went back to school .
So, at this point, you were working on a master's. You went to
J-ibrary 
-- 
you became a librarian and then you decided to go
back and g'et a degree in 
-- 
as a ]-ibrarian.
Can you talk a ]-itt]-e bit about what that experience was? vlhat
was the fie].d of Library Sciences, what was that like during
that period? This is in the turbulent 1960s.
BETSY HEARNE: Everything was bustinq wide open. In the ]-ibrary
where I first worked before I got, my library degree, they would
not buy "Where the Vf,itd Things Are.rr -
KATITTEEN BRINKMANN: Huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: 
-- 
which I think came out in '63, I can't
remeftber now, but it was 
-- 
it was around that time and 
--because they thought it would scare children. And, I mean, you
could see the draerings children tnade lnith] blood dripping offthe fangs of whatever they had imagined. It was relatively
tame. But it was 
-- 
then, when I went to library school, in
short order, "Ilarriet the Spy" came out, which waE a big idealbuster for a l-ot of people because it was about a girJ- who spied
and a lot of adults who were either neglectful of her or baffled
a.bout how to raise children and doing it very badly or just down
and out mean-spirited.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: The idea that you had this child finding her own
way 
-- 
and there's only one sort of wise person in that book,
which is OIe GoJ-Iy, her nursemaid, who leaves because
she's lgarriet's] starting -- shers starting to llrow up and no
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Ionger needs a nurEemaid and she iants to get maffied, the
nursetnaid does .
So, basically here's a child abandoned in the wilderneEs. It's
the oldest Etory. It's Moses. She has to find her way in a
world that's really not helpful . She never sayE t.hat she
shouldn't have spied. we understand that that is the only way
she could get the information Ehe needed to survive.
KATHTEEN BRINK!.4ATiIN: Huh.
BETSY HEARNE: Urban setting, middle class, people couldn't say
'roh, yeah, well that's the poverty-stricken black world.rt This
was getting at people 
-- 
at middle class readers where they
Iiwed and that, too, was banned a lot and cengored a lot.
Not only that, but when I was in ]-ibrary school, there iras a
conference in which a r oman \f,ho worked at Bettelheim's Schoolfor Autistic Children denounced "Earriet the Spy" because itgave children bad role models.
I actually Etood up 
-- 
that vtas my first public statement when I
was in library school as I was about to be a librarian and I
said, "This is literature; th5-s is the way hurnan beings are and
children's literature is not about the good guys and the badguys, it'E about the way people are and that's what children
need to read. rl
KATHLEEN BRINKIIAIiIN: And SuTvivAI ,
BETSY HEARNE: And surviwal, right, in spite of the way the
world is. If you don't show the r*ay the world is, then yourre
not going to reach children where they live. That was rea]-]-y an
important moment for me, to defy this school rrith this huge
reputation and the Epokesperson for it. It wasn't Bettelheim
himself, but it was Jackie Saunders who was I think at thatpoint the head of the school .
Ifhen I became a librarian in the school, there was a ]-ot of
support for that open approach to children'E Literature and
storytelling.
Then I got a job aE a reviewer and eventually editor of the
Booklist children's book review section at AI,A and I
specifically, when I yrent there, looked at what had been
rejected for review before me and "Earriet the Spy" was one of
them.
KATIILEEN BRINKMAIiIN: }Iuh.
BETSY HEARNE: And I knew, "Okay/ we need a biq wind to blow
through here. " I changed directions as I became editor in terms
of policy and judgrnent, evaluation.
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As I got more and more interested in folk1ore, both at theBulletin 
- 
both at Booklist, which is enozmously effective in
selling children's books to libraries and young adult, and then
at the Bulletin, including more folklore and morefolkloristicall-y-sensitiwe ewaluation of f,olklore.
KiATHtEEN BRINKI'IAIiIN: And this was at the University of Chicago
at that time?
BETSY HEARNE: Right I this might be important. Let's see. I
nent to 
-- 
the date when I first started rewiewingl I think was
maybe '70. No, it was '69. It was the year ,.fosie was born, so
' 69.
At that point, some of the mid 60s work was being accepted but,
you know, as I looked back, when I took over and started
revieyring and became editor 
-- 
I think I became editor Ln '72.
That yraE my real opportunity. The previous editor had been
there for 30 years 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKIiIANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
--Many of the editors were turning over at thatpoint, the chief editor included. So, rde did a lot.
I, for instance, I insisted that the reviews be signed and the
childrentE section was the first to do that because I said, "we
need to take responsibility for these as individual opinions. "
This is not just ALA authoritarian delivery of the only possible
approach to thiE book; it is opinions by people r,rho are trained
and experienced, but at the sane time these are singLe person or
group judgments . "
KATHLEEN BRINKllAlilN: So, they were he]-d accountable and
responsible for their 
--review
BETSY HEARNE: It was much more transparent. So, thoEe were
some things that I did there. I nas in both places for quite a
long time. In I guess '85, I started my doctoral degree in '78
and finj-shed in '85 and lrent to the university of Chicago, butthen I still had critical influence because I took over as
editor of the Bulletin of the Center f,or Children's Books unti]-
1992 maybe or three, maybe even four. I can check on those
dates for you. They will be on my Cv. (See Appendix I)
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Yeah, f think it was L992 because you came
to the University of Illinois 
--
BETSY EEARNE: Right.
KATIILEEN BRINKI.4ANN: 
-- 
in 1992.
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BETSY ITEARNE: Right. Then I continued to contribute reviews
and ny assistant editor 
--or my associate editor becane the
editor. So, one of the things that's interesting is that I
trained a]-]- of the heads of the Children's Book Reviesr, major
book reviews, a].]. of them except for the School Library Journal .I trained the reviewe!; one of the reviewers that r{orked for me
became the editor at Booklist; one of the revieyrers that X
trained at the University of Chicago became editor at Bu]-J-etin
of the Center for Children's Books and is now the editor of llorn
Book and then another student that I had trained in the doctoral
program took ower Bulletin, so three of the four major book
reviews ,
That infLuence real]-y fi]-ters into the economic ]-ife of a book
because if a childrent s or young adult book doesn't sell tolibraries, itrs not going to make it, unless it becomes a llafiyPotter phenomenon.
KATHTEEN BRINKMATiIN: The Harry Potter phenomenon couldn't hawe
happened if people hadn't been more open and more accepting ofdifferent kinds of stories,
BETSY HEARNE: Itrs hard to te].l, but I think yourre right about
that . In many irays, actually Itaffy Potter is quite
conservative, but 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Ylell, but they were denouncing it. Some
religious groups were.
BETSY HEARNE: Yeah, oh yeah, oh absolutely, you know, devi]-s
and lritches .
So, that's solt of on the professional side of it. Byprofessional, I mean libraries, children's book publishing.
Then once f had the Ph.D., then the University of Chicago was
wery elitist and aware of itself as a heavy hitter in terms of
scholarship and so I had a big job ahead of, me representing
storytelling, nhich up to that point had been reafJ.y of course
about storytelling to children in Iibraries, and I saer it as
sort of a ]-ife capstone course. I fe]-t that it should address
storytelling at a]-]- stages of Iife. Otheryrise, how would you
know how important it lras to children?
KATIILEEN BRINKI'IANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: That grew from more of a plofessional orientation
to a more folkloric and scholarly orientation.
I felt that it nasnrt just about stolyte]-]-ing in the library; it
was about understanding where those stories come from,
respecting where they come from, respecting the process of
adaptation.
Those then were more from the scholarly side of, the !ro!k that I
was doing. And the work that I lras doing started out in the
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scholarly norld as being structuralist. we Probably don't have
to go into all thisf but working with a tale-tlpe index and the
idea that stories all over the world can be categ'orized and
reduced, in a sense, to tale types and motifs. And that's
certainly a heavlt influence in my early studies of
"Beauty and the BeaEt . "
But in the 60s, we began to look much more closely at the text
in context and how important it stas to understand the cultural
milieu from which a story came and not to impose a particular -
our partj.cuLar interpretation on something that came from a
culture we might not even know --
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
in the way, for instance, that Bettelheim
doeE, I mean, he takes a couPle of stories that are basically
from a particular time and place in Germany and in a
nationalistic stage of German history and inter?rets them from a
Freudian point of view, from a particular time in the 20th
century and he generalizes them to a]-]- interpretation of any
stories related to that -- those ta].e t!T)es. It's just werylimiting. Although there is value to it, it's very limiting.
I began to read much more anthropological interpretation in
scholarship by people like Barre Toelken and it's his text that
I assigned in my folklore seminar, "The Dynamics of Folklore, "
and I came to a much better understanding of hot{ important it is
to understand the culture from which we're using folktales.
KtrTHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: That also helped support my integration of
personal lore, narrative, Personal narrative, oral history,farnily history into the more formal study of what stories are
and what folktates are. PoLitically, both at the university --
well, especiaUy at the University of Chicago - f was reallyisolated. They were closing down the library school from the
time I got there .
KATIIL,EEN BRINKtrlAtilN: Huh.
BETSY HEARNE: They were determined to do it because it vtas not
tnaking money. There were several . Eventually, they closed down
the education department. Both those dePartments were the best
in the country of their kind, but -- it cras a long story, but
they got it closed dorvn.
So I was ]-itera]-].y fighting for my life there, my job, my
intellectual ]-ife,
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: YEAh
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BETSY IIEARNE: When they cLosed the library sehool, they put me
in the Eng]-ish and Education departments, but of course I didn't
-- 
it was my first year lin those departments]; I didn't ]tave a
chance at tenure there .
Then I was recruited to the University of l].].inoisf yrhich was
rnuch fri-endlier to the tradition of children's literature and
storytelling, but that I felt had become very J-imited in thedefinition and interpretation of what chiLdren's literature and
storytelling were. It was very conventional . I felt it was
really important to put it on the map in the English Department
and the Anthropology Department and in the 
-- 
and in the library
school in a new rday.
I'm not sure that I had huge success in situating into those
departments, but we did bui1d up some croEs-section
collaboration and in Education and I got some awards which were
meaningful because they recognized the rdork, the University
Scholar Award, mentoring and teaching awards. Those, I think,
were recognition that storytelling is important in many
different aspects of, the university setting, the corporate
setting and in everyoners personal lives, birth to death, that
storytelling conunands 
-- 
demands respect. when I say not just
for kids, I don't mean to denigrate children 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKI'4A}iIN: Right.
BETSY HEARNE: I do mean that the whole definition of,
storytelling needs to be enlarged and also not confined toperforming either. That'E the other end of the spectrum.
So, that wag a work that I didn't always realize I was doing.
Sometimes f just felt like I was swinuning: upstrearn.
KATHLEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: I didn't have this huge research agenda that waE
defined from the beginning. It r'tas all feeJ-ing my way.
KATHLEEN BRINKT{ANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: I was not in a folklore department; I was not in
an English department; I was not in these different departments
that have traditionally studied folklore. In the library
school, I r as sof,t of an outsider becauEe I felt l-ike it was
much too l-imited. Eolklore had not been included in library
schools. I thought, "If you're going to teach storytelling,you'we got to teach folklore, " so I created a seminar, a Ph.D.
seminar in folklore, and all of those convincing People, yes,thi-s larger vision here, larger vision.
Ilolrever, there rvas less sexism because the ]-ibrary school had a
woman as dean. Even though she was also swinming uPstream for
15 years, she was a real powerhouse.
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KATHTEEN BRTNKMAIiIN: This Yras Linda Smith?
BETSY HEARNE: No, Leigh Estabrook
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Oh, yeah, Leigh Estabrook
BETSY HEARNE: The library profession, and especially children's
librarianship, has developed through the work of very strongt
women. So, there is a tradition there and that relationship we
talked a little bit about even specifically to Etorytelling. so,
I wouldn't say the work was easier there and I sti11 had toprove to people who were primari]-y social Ecientists that
aesthetics vras aLso important in courses in the ]-ibrary school .Social Sciences often doeEn't recognize aesthetics.
The writing of scholarship is often so dry and difficult to
read, sometimes over-theorized, sornetimes just so abstract that
it's hard to relate to in any kind of personal way and I felt
that bridges needed to be built there 
--
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
between theory and aestheties, or not theory
of aesthetics, but betr'reen theoretical writing and some sense of
aesthetics in the writing of theory, and also the objective and
the subjective.
vlhat waE helpf,u1 about that is that in anthropology, for quite a
xrhile now, it's been recognized that there is no such thing as
an objectiwe study. You have to recognize and specifically
state your point of vier,v and the culture you come frorn. Because
X waE expanding my scholarship to anthropology, I found support
in that .
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY IIEARNE: People don't teach anthropology in library school
and certainly didn't then, but there's a much more -- there's a
much bigger anrareness now of anthropology because you canrt
Etudy online communication without having some anthropological
awareness.
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY EEARNE: The library school, aE opposed to the computer
science, the library school is about social interaction with
technologry and with other media as $rell as including the book.
So, because you're dealing with personal and social
interactions, you have to have some Eort of background
understanding of the personal and social nature of stories that
are going on in the online enwironment.
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That became easier and it partly became easier because I had
assumed a position of leadership and said, "Okay' I'm not going
to close out the online world. I'm going to work with this. "
KATHLEEN BRINKTTIATiIN: Uh-hUh.
BETSY ITEARNE: rtl'm going to" --I ytas not technological-- I had
to have people shott me al-I this stuff and it was not easy. I
came from a print tradition.
But you have to be inclusive when you're studying story and that
rdas obviously becoming a big Part of storytelling. So, those
are aJ-J- stageE that marked my journey academically in those two
university settings .
KATHTEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh. well, let's turn a little bit to
the personal . You had an academic career' but you also had
children and that's often difficult for women to juggle. HoYtdid you manage?
BETSY IIEARNE: It was Eo hard that I don't know how I did it.
And I stiIl, as I watch my older daughter juggle the same thing
I did with two children, I just go through agonies of emPathy.fhere is NO support system in this country for working women
that is consistent, reliable, and safe. That's even in the
university setting. You are on-your-o?tn, There are drawbacks
with every kind of childcare there is.
There is a fortunate asPect to university work in that once you
enter the magical realm of being a professor, although you work
24/7, you have flexibiJ-ity in -- I mean, you etork 24/7 if you're
cornnitted to r,rhat you do. There are plenty of Professors that
cop out. But I'm talkinq about peoPle that are dedicated to
their studentE and to their teaching, to their research, to
their work.
But there is some flexibility. So, after you put the children
to bed, you start your eight-hour day. There were many, many
nights where I was lucky to get four or five hours of sleeP,
sometimes three. I never' ever sJ.ept seven hours. You wake uP
with a sick chitd and somehow you have to cover your hours at
AI.,A.
I used every kind of childcare there Ytas. My first husband was
not at all helpful . I was on my own rtith childcare. My second
husband traweled a ]-ot and so in both cases it was up to me tofigure out. Then there's the deeper split of my wanting to be
with my children more .
KATITLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Right .
BETSY IIEARNE: I guess idea]-]-y I would have worked part-time, but
I was supporting myself. I have suPPorted myself aII of ny
Iife. Since rny first husband told me he r'tas going to leave
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tne r hen I was nine months Pregnant, I said tha! night, rrl will
never EVER depend on anyone else to support me. rl
I san my mother go through that experience of my father leaving
her yrhen she was 56 years o1d and she had separated herself for
a long time from what was her primary educational certification
and she, you knort, she hadn't even -- she hadn't finished herPh.D., but she certainty had a great education, but she was
thrown to the wo]-ves in terms of first of all, getting a job as
a substitute teacher in a Eigh School and then slowly working
her way back into an academic teaching position going back to
school and making up the lost time. very tough.
Now, I never broke with my education and so I ahtays had a job,
but I had a job with young chiLdren. And there is no answer. I
knorr that the stress and the ].ack of sLeep' even though I'm
incredibly strong physically, eventually took a to].l .
KATITLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh*huh.
BETSY HEARNE: I thought I was super wonan. I thought I could
do it forever. when my children left horne, I was so conditioned
to work that instead of not working as much, I just ctent into
the university earlier. I just started earlier and worked later
because I didn't have to come home 
' 
you know, to a baby-sitter
or to whatever the kids' school hours rf,ere or whatever.
And sti].l I feel that if I'm not workinq all the time, something
is missing or I'm guilty or I'm not doing
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
fulfilling my Potential, what I should be
doing.
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: UM.
BETSY HEARNE: By the way, I just have to add to that, that my
children adored -- tro, they didn't then -- they adore the factthat I was a rtorking model for them.
KATHTEEN BRINKMANN: Uh-huh.
BETSY ITEARNE: They are both -- although too driven -- balls offire, creatiwe achievers. They have learned, I think, from
watching' me 
--
KATITLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Uh-huh.
BETSY HEARNE: 
-- 
that they have to work not to work too hard.
KATIILEEN BRINKltAtilN: Yes, to get that life/work balance .
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BETSY IIEARNE: We talk a Iot about that balance ' They are veryintense, but I think they will have a better balanced ].ife.
There is more recognition, even though there are tlo more
Eolutions .
I watch my younger daughter now groing through the same thing my
older daughter is. Although she doesn't have kids yet' she has apartner and he has a job one place; she is goinq to end uP with
a job at another place, so how are they even gtoing to have a
famil-y life?
KATIILEEN BRINKI'|ANN: Yeah, it does make it really chaLlenging. I
don't know if you want to take the time to talk a l-ittle bit
more about the 1960s. It was such a time of change with the
civiL rights movement; you mentioned $tomen's movement 
' 
the ERA.
I don't know if you nant to make any conments on that.
BETSY SEARNE: well, it rf,as a hard time for alL of us. I was
working at the time to suPPort my first husband and he l,tas a
student, a Ph.D. student, so he had a lot of free time toprotest. At the famous Democratic convention (in Chicago, 1968)
where the students were tear-gassed, rthen Kennedy was
assassinated, when Martin Luther King was assassinated' each of
those markersf I was in Hyde Park for the race riot and there
was so much anger and there was personal attacks on primarily$rhite students by angry black students and I had grot'tn up with
this terrible consciousness of racism against blacks and rthen
the black power movement broke open, I was in a situation r here
middle class lrhite studentE were sitting ducks for very angry
black people who were surrounding, you know, Hyde Park.
KATIILEEN BRINKIIIAIiIN: Right .
BETSY IIEARNE: I rdas mugged a couple of times, once violently.
And the mugqings were constant, you know. There was very high
crime.
So, a1l of the sudden, these people that I had fought for and
spoken for rdere furious at me and it Ytas 3o hard to understand
how to respond. Of course I Protested segregation and of courseI protested the vietnam war. I've always been a pacifist. I
would say a modified pacifist. I{hen you look at historical
events like the llolocaust, I don't believe that there's never
something that you fight for, but I do believe that we overuse
nar considerably.
Then I was part of the feminist movement. tr'or two years, I waspart of a women's grouP that now still comes together every once
in a r*hile. we used to meet once a month and now we still have
reunions .
KATIILEEN BRINKT'ilAlilN: Oh, nice.
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BETSY HEARNE: tet's see, '60, '10, '80, '90, 2000. That's 40years, I think.
KATHTEEN BRINKMANN: Strong ties there.
BETSY HEARNE: Strong tieE. $le went tttrough a lot. ft rtas a
consciousness-f,aising glouP where vte rdere discovering how
oppressed vre nere in terms of childcare and in terms of Pay on
the job and at the same time African American nomen in the
tnovement were saying, "This is buUshit. we want the right to
stay home. You guys want to go out to work. You don't know how
Iucky you are" There was aII this' this conflict going on' And
the Black Power movement was putting down Black women. Because
it was all about we got men [who] have been so oppressed,
tortured and hung. It was so confusing because it was so many
groups that had been oppressed that there was a Possibi1ity that
they turned on each other. Instead of understanding that if one
group is oppressed then ultirnately they're all gonna be
oppressed. The interesting thing about that idea about if onegroup iE oppressed or the possibiLity of it is that lte rehearsed
that nhole thing when etomen got the vote. Because in the
beginning of the movement, Post-Civil l{ar movement or even Pre-Civil War movement to free African Americans, that Pre-Civil war
Movement, Abolitionist Movement included the vote for r,romen and
more f,reedom for women. And Abolitionists said rde can't do it
all . we have to take Black people first. Then the same thing
happened and women didn't get the vote until the TwentieE.
So again we yrent through [thisl 
' 
why should when so many PeoPle
are oppressed, women have it lucky. There's always been this
splintering of groups and within the rtomen's movement a
splintering of groups. whether it's going to be about personal
issues or political issues or Public policy and hord those thingsinterrelate. A1I that time during the Sixties, I was ho].ding
down this job, couldn't go into the protest street, in the
streets to protest, but really experiencing it second hand
through my husband who r'tas tear-gassed and students who were
beat up. Yet I was really rnad at my first husband because I was
deal-ing with aJ-!- this stuff and he was out Protesting on the
street.
KATHLEEN BRINKI.4ANN: Right
BETSY IIEARNE: I believed in what he was Protesting' the way we
had to speak out against the war. But meanwhile..back in the home
KATIILEEN BRINKMANN: You t{ere enabling him to do that.
BETSY HEARNE: Yeah, right. tPause, thoughtful )
KATHLEEN BRINKMAIiIN: Well I thought we would close up. I wantedjust to read this last from your book A Natratiwe ComPass you
had nritten an article in it or a story in it cal-Ied "A Journey
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BETSY EEARNE: I believed ia rhat he ras protesting, tJr€ way re
had to speak out ageinst th€ sar. But !€anwhi].e..back in thehoa
KAIIHLF.F.I{ BRINXUaNN: You rrere ena,bling hi.n to do that.
BETSI EEARI{E: Ieah, right. {paus., t}toughtful }
KATSLTEN BRINBIaI{N: nbl]. I thought we would cloa€ up. I rantedjuat to read tlris last f,r@ your book A Narrative Ca4r:rss you
had rritten an asticl€ ia it or a story in it called NA iloutney
ritlr Beauty and the Beest." I just raat to r€ad the last fet'
aentences here. I eaally lov€d tlrat.
'lln .l.if,e rith narrativa, aE re].]. as thc naffative of ].ifc, a
rouan caD cf€at€ her ovn coq>anions, ber own journeye 
' 
her orn
stories, and her ora endings. Uotalnos1lbocig of reality begins in
the i-agination. " (210)
I rea].J.y loved that b€caus€ I aae that you are entoring into
this phase and xith your iDagrination you ara going to continueyour journ€y,
Ihaak you eo nuch.
BEISY BEARNE: You'te very relcoe. It ras en enriching
exparience.
(End of, audio. )
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APPENDIX II
Poems by Betsy Hearnet 2O!2
EXP IRATIONS
She had practiced death, it was going pretty we]-]-,
linbs and wi]-l- loosening, Iungs and veing stilled.
Not so bad, she thought, I can do this-relieved
at her capabj-Iity. In the cluttered hospital night
a rare guiet grew. Eere it comes, she thought.
Anong beeping' rnachines leaped points of light,
f,aces glowing over them, angels oddly familiar.
So it's true about the J-ight, she thought, but music-
she didn't know about the music, didn't know
that angels sanq gappy Birthday when you died.
overhead florescence switched on, nurses bore
toward her a chocoLate cake celebrating her 66th.
Blow them out, they said, bl-ow them out and make a wish.
Ilhen the day shift came on, they brought another cakeyelloyr with pink icing. IIey, rf,e f,orgot the candles,
said the young one. Are you kidding, said the old one,
with that oxygen, !re'd blow the place to kingdom come.
She smi.Ied and the rest of her life, never breathed
a word about the night shift's secret.
BONUS
when your oncologist says that death
is a mystery, minutes begin to sing.
Vlhoever is in charge of such things,
thanks for giving me a day. The vtind
blew from the south
and I had a good lunch.Either would have been enough.
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DISCLOSURE
ll]rese are the things that haunt her: Jack and virginia,
tr o china do]-]-s, their strung bodies lying in a darkened
chiJ-dhood;
the way she l-ies in a shuttered room for hours without sleePing,
unstrung by what she has not done and does not do;
how the past slares at her with glass eyes even as she cannot
bear
to look at the color slides her f,ather took with his b.Iack-box
canera,
photos her mother arranged neatly, year by year, so that sorneday
someotre would see them;
holr she cannot let go what was hers, a pliable body
and nords published, remaindered, newly unwritten
in the mind's darkening room.
